
Out of Control?

1 Kings 19:1-4, (5-7), 8-15a; Psalm 42 and 43; Galatians 3:23-29; Luke 8:26-39

The story of Elijah in First Kings is one of my favourite stories of the Bible. Following Elijah’s

greatest success he faces his most profound failure. After a decisive victory over the 400 prophets of

Baal, (which resulted in their slaughter), the great prophet of Yahweh was forced to flee for his life to

escape the wrath of Queen Jezebel who promised, “The gods do the same to me and more, unless

by this time tomorrow I have taken your life as you took theirs.” And so he flees to the southern edge

of the Kingdom sits under a broom bush and says to God, “I’m done. Take me now.” He collapses

from exhaustion and is awakened by an angel who has a fresh baked cake and some water for him,

goes back to sleep, is awakened a second time, and then strengthened by this supernatural

intervention travels for 40 days and 40 nights to Mount Horeb (the northern tribes name for Mount

Sinai), the birthplace of Israel’s religion and the site where God appeared to Moses. Perhaps here

Elijah might find strength ad healing to work against his profound discouragement. In the place where

Israel found its identity, perhaps Elijah would find his. He secured shelter in a cave and waited hoping

to find God, who seemed so painfully absent.

What he was waiting for will never be know, but there appeared manifestations traditionally

identified with Yahweh. A strong wind appeared. Do you remember Job? When God finally showed

up to answer his questions he spoke from the midst of a whirlwind. But the narrator of Elijah’s story

says simply, “God was not in the whirlwind.”

Then an earthquake came, and a fire appeared. On this very mountain Yahweh had spoken to

Moses from a burning bush. Some time later, when Yahweh gave Moses the Torah, the people saw

the entire mountain encased in flame, and the earth shook under their feet. But once again, the

narrator informs us “God was not in the earthquake nor the fire.”
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Finally, something else impinged on Elijah’s consciousness. Scholars are divided as to exactly

how to translate this phrase. “A still small voice” (most popular) or “a sound of sheer silence” (NRSV).

At the very least, it was the appearance of something inconsequential, barely noticeable contrasting

markedly with the dramatic manifestations of God in a whirlwind, earthquake or fire. And God was in

the voice.

Just when we thought we had God all figured out, have gained sufficient influence and insight

with the divine figure to create dramatic public miracles like burning a sacrifice soaked with water and

ending a 3 year drought, it turns out that this elusive deity rejects all the pyrotechnics and manifests

Godself in a barely noticeable wisp. That’s enough to disorient any prophet (and most ordinary

people as well.)

When Elijah finally does figure out where Yahweh is, he response is filled with self-pity and

bitterness, “Everyone else has forsaken you and I alone am left.” What a contrast! From a self

assured butt-kicking prophet to a whiney, spoiled kid! Is this the same great prophet who called down

fire from heaven with a mere word and commanded the slaughter of hundreds of his theological

opponents?

Yahweh quietly rebutts Elijah, parentally, to this childish man, “You are not the only one, Elijah.

I have kept 7,000 who have not worshipped Baal or served him.” Elijah had failed to notice the many

people who remained faithful in quiet, less dramatic ways, whose exploits never reached the pages

of Scripture but it is also encouraging to note that they, too, did not escape the notice of  a

sympathetic deity. For a man who thought he had everything under control, he soon discovered his

life was out of his control.

In our gospel reading for today we have another story of a life out of control, the strange story

of the person known as the Geresene demoniac. For the most part, we don’t believe in demons
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today. We believe in sickness, not in demon possession.

And yet, we know the frightening reality of the demonic. To see someone you love sinking into

the helpless depths of despair—sinking despite everything you have tried to say and do to help—has

to be among the most tragic of all human experiences. 

So there is not only one tragedy in such families but many, as the disease spreads until what

was once an individual illness becomes a family plague. “Alcoholism for example is known as a

family illness, a contagious disease,” a substance abuse counsellor will tell you.

The troubled man named Legion who raved at Jesus that day surely had a family, parents,

perhaps a wife and children at one time, who raved and raged with him, sometimes against him, in

quietness or in howling despair. Those who were made miserable through this demonic possession

were legion—many.

I know that many of us know, either first- or secondhand, about demons.

In today’s scripture, we see whose side Jesus is on. Jesus makes war on the demons of the

bottle, of the mind, demons in the drugs, demons in the family. Jesus is no well-meaning but

essentially impotent friend. Jesus has power, power even to defeat our ultimate adversaries, power

unleashed in compassion for the confused and possessed. He boldly confronts those forces that bind

us and commands them to come out from us, to leave us, to unbind us and let us go, to allow us to

have some semblance of control over our disordered lives.

Stanley Hauerwas, a well known theologian, has said that Israel is a name for people who had

to learn to live their lives out of control. Israel knew what it was to have their ultimate destiny in the

hands of God. Only God could lead Israel. Only God could enable Israel to count for something, to

survive into the future against Gentile hate and cruelty.

Hauerwas goes on to say that one of the most challenging tasks of being a Christian is
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learning to live your life out of your control and under God’s beneficent, demanding vocation and

guidance. We prance about acting as if our lives are our own, our very own possessions to use any

way we please. But then there are those moments when we know that our lives are not our own, that

we are not the sole actors in the drama that we’re living. Christians are those who try to live in such a

way that our lives would make no sense without reference to the God who is commanding us, guiding

us, leading us toward people we don’t want to love and into situations we don’t want to face.

So maybe that’s why any well-functioning congregation ought to have a high percentage of

people who know firsthand what this naked man living among the tombs knew—life out of control.

To lack the money to buy your children a better future than your present. To not have the cash

to pay for this month’s rent. To not be able to stop drinking until you have come to the end of the

bottle. To be unable to slow a downward descent into depression. Any of this is to be out of control.

It’s to discover that you lack the internal resources, or the personal governance, or whatever is

required to gain control over your life.

It’s to feel awfully alone, naked and vulnerable, possessed. In short, it’s to feel like Elijah did in

the cave or the man in today’s gospel, living alone in the silence or out among the dead. And if that’s

you, or that has been you, then here’s my message from this strange, miraculous story: God comes

to you, Jesus comes to you, wants to touch you, heal you, restore you to complete sanity, bring you

back into the community, put our demons to rout, and clothe you in his love.

Please note carefully whose side God is on. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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